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Abstract 9 

In-sensor and near-sensor computing architectures enable multiply-accumulate operations to be 10 

carried out directly at the point of sensing. In-sensor architectures offer dramatic power and speed 11 

improvements over traditional von Neumann architectures by eliminating multiple analog-to-12 

digital conversions, data storage, and data movement operations. Current in-sensor processing 13 

approaches rely on tunable sensors or additional weighting elements to perform linear functions 14 

such as multiply-accumulate operations as the sensor acquires data. We implement in-sensor 15 

computing with an oscillatory retinal neuron device that converts incident optical signals into 16 

voltage oscillations. We introduce a computing scheme based on the frequency shift of coupled 17 

oscillators that enables parallel, frequency multiplexed, non-linear operations on the inputs. 18 

Simulation elucidates how this computing occurs. We experimentally implement a 3×3 focal plane 19 

array of coupled neurons and show that functions approximating edge detection, thresholding, and 20 

segmentation occur in parallel. An example of inference on handwritten digits from the MNIST 21 

database is also experimentally demonstrated with a 3×3 array of coupled neurons feeding into a 22 
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single hidden layer neural network, approximating a liquid state machine. This network 23 

demonstrated a 14.8% reduction in classification error from 2.16% to 1.84% compared to the same 24 

neural network with standard photodetector inputs. Finally, the equivalent energy consumption to 25 

carry out image processing operations, including peripherals such as the Fourier transform circuits, 26 

is projected to be ~24 aJ/OP.  27 

 28 

Main 29 

In-sensor computing has emerged as a promising approach to improve computational speed 30 

and reduce energy consumption1-15. Local weighting devices or tunable responsivity sensors 31 

enable in-sensor architectures, where the input signal is multiplied by a weight at the point of 32 

sensing, resulting in local multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations on the inputs. By eliminating 33 

the initial data conversion, storage, and transmission, in-sensor architectures offer dramatically 34 

higher speed and lower power consumption when compared to traditional von Neumann 35 

architectures. A wide variety of modalities, including auditory10,17-22, olfactory19, tactile24-26 and 36 

vision6,7,9,11-13,15,27 sensors, benefit from the improved performance. However, these approaches 37 

generally execute a single MAC operation on the input data1,14,15,28-30. Furthermore, parallel 38 

operations require scaling the number of weighting devices connected to each sensor, which can 39 

be costly from an area and power perspective. 40 

We introduce an in-sensor computing approach where a coupled photosensor array carries 41 

out parallel computation on the input image. Each pixel in the array acts as an oscillator, generating 42 

an optical power-dependent frequency spectrum. When coupled, neighboring pixels also affect 43 

each pixel's frequency spectrum. The power in a frequency band then becomes a non-linear 44 
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function of the inputs. Separate frequency bands, therefore, encode separate non-linear functions 45 

of the inputs in parallel. Here, each pixel is an oscillatory retinal neuron (ORN) that directly 46 

converts the input optical signal into voltage oscillations. We show through simulation and 47 

experiment that coupled ORN networks carry out approximations of both basic and advanced 48 

image processing functions, such as edge detection and image segmentation directly in the sensor, 49 

encoded by choice of frequency and bandwidth of the output filter. Notably, the ORNs do not 50 

require external electrical power, and when considering peripheral circuits such as buffers, selector 51 

circuits, and analog fast Fourier transform circuits, the equivalent energy per operation can be as 52 

low as 24 aJ/OP. Using the change in frequency spectrum instead of the phase dramatically relaxes 53 

the fabrication tolerance requirements compared to other approaches that rely on synchronization 54 

of oscillators, such as Ising machines33-39, leading to considerably greater scalability. 55 

The ORNs are composed of two elements, (i) a photodetector that exhibits voltage-56 

controlled negative differential resistance (NDR) under illumination and (ii) an inductive element 57 

that can drive an electrical oscillation by taking advantage of the instability of the NDR behavior. 58 

A semiconductor-graphene-metal (SGM) photodetector, schematically shown in Figure 1a, 59 

exhibits NDR in the detector’s power generation regime. The device comprises a p-type silicon 60 

substrate, a Ti/Au (5 nm/100 nm) metal grid, and a graphene layer. Linear scale I-V measurements 61 

of a 1 mm ×1 mm device under dark and uniform optical illumination are shown in Figure 1b. In 62 

the dark, the device exhibits Schottky-diode behavior, while exhibiting NDR under illumination. 63 

Figure 1c shows the log-scale I-V curves, highlighting that the NDR is only observed under 64 
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illumination. Supplementary section S1 and supplementary Figures S1-7 discuss the device-level 65 

behaviors in detail. Connecting this device with an inductive element under appropriate bias 66 

conditions generates optical intensity dependent oscillations, as shown schematically in Figure 1d. 67 

An active inductive element, the Hara inductor, comprising a single MOSFET and a resistor, 68 

 

Figure 1: ORN enabled by SGM photodetector. (a) Schematic of the SGM photodetector device. (b) 
I-V curves measured at dark conditions and under uniform illumination (445 nm) in linear and (c) log 
scale. (d) Schematic of a single unit of ORN. (e) V-t curves measured at different optical intensities and 
(f) corresponding frequency spectrum. (g) spiking frequency and amplitude as a function of optical 
intensity. (h) Experimental plot of minimum optical power required for oscillation with neuron area. (i) 
Calculation of dark current limited and LC limited Pop,min for oscillation without external electrical 
power. 
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enables the scalability of the ORN. The observed oscillations are analogous to classical Van der 69 

Pol oscillators and the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model of neurons41-44.  70 

Other graphene-based photodetectors have exhibited NDR behavior, but all at a forward 71 

diode bias45-51. However, this device generates an open-circuit voltage and exhibits NDR at 72 

negative and zero applied voltages. This critical distinction allows oscillations at V������� ≤ 0V, 73 

which enables operation without external electrical power. Figure 1e shows experimental V-t 74 

curves for a photodetector with an active area of 1 cm2. Figure 1f shows the corresponding 75 

frequency spectra, illustrating the change as a function of the optical intensity. Figure 1g shows 76 

the oscillation frequency and amplitude as a function of incident optical intensity, where we 77 

observe that a minimum optical intensity is required to trigger oscillations in this ORN circuit. 78 

These measurements were all performed at Vapplied = 0V.  79 

To explore the scaling behavior of ORNs, photodetectors with areas between 600 µm2 and 80 

1 cm2 have been fabricated and tested. The minimum optical power required for oscillation without 81 

external electrical power scales linearly with the device area, as shown in Figure 1h. Two 82 

parameters limit the oscillation dynamics of ORNs, the dark current and the capacitance. First, the 83 

dark current does not exhibit NDR and adds with the light current. Second, the photon flux should 84 

generate sufficient light current so that the valley of the NDR is greater than the dark current. There 85 

must also be sufficient photocurrent to charge and discharge the capacitance at timescales of the 86 

oscillation frequency. The addition of external power can mitigate this limitation. For a moderately 87 

doped p-Si substrate, the depletion capacitance at the graphene-silicon junction is ~0.1 fF/µm2. 88 

Figure 1i shows the minimum optical intensity for oscillation assuming a device capacitance of 89 

0.1 fF/µm2 as a function of device dark current density. We can see a crossover between two 90 

different regimes: (1) inductance-capacitance (LC) limited regime at smaller dark currents and (2) 91 
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dark current limited regime at larger dark currents. For our photodetectors, the Schottky nature of 92 

the junction results in a larger dark current, limiting the threshold optical intensity to ~400 W/m2. 93 

At smaller dark current densities, it is possible to decrease this threshold to below 2 mW/m2.  94 

Next, we present a simple demonstration of how these coupled oscillators carry out 95 

computation. We use simulations of ORN circuits connected to bandpass filters to elucidate the 96 

behavior of coupled ORNs and how image processing occurs. We considered an ORN comprising 97 

a photodetector with an active area of 1 mm2 connected to an external inductor (L = 10 mH) with 98 

Vapplied = 0V. We simulated the V-t curves of the ORN using the experimental photodetector 99 

capacitance and J-V values. The V-t output of the simulation is filtered with varying center 100 

frequencies (f) and bandwidths (BW) representing different bandpass filters. Supplementary 101 

section S2 and Figure S8 show through simulation and analysis that each bandpass filtered output 102 

of a single ORN can be analytically approximated with Lorentzians. Figure 2a shows the schematic 103 

of two ORNs with inductive coupling, LC = 10 mH. Figure 2b plots the bandpass filtered Vosc1 104 

magnitude as a function of P1 and P2 for varying center frequencies f = 28.4, 28, and 27.6 KHz 105 

with BW = 200 Hz. The results show that two coupled oscillators define a curved subspace of the 106 

input. Figure 2c shows the simulation results for a fixed filter with f = 28.4 KHz and BW = 200 107 

Hz and varying coupling impedance. This results in subspaces of varying shapes. While accurate 108 

solutions of the oscillator-coupled non-linear differential equations require numerical solutions, 109 

we can analytically approximate the subspace by reducing the two oscillator problem to a single 110 

oscillator problem by introducing a new quantity ��� =  ���� + ��� + �(�� + ��) + ����� + � 111 

which nonlinearly combines P1 and P2. The coupled oscillator result then becomes 112 ����(���, �, ��) =  �(�������)��(∆�)�, which can be fit to approximate the result from Figure 2c as 113 
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shown in Figure 2d. Here, P00 is a function of the center frequency f and ∆� is a function of the 114 

filter bandwidth, BW. 115 

To obtain a visual representation of how an image is processed in this scheme, we have 116 

treated the 2-ORN circuit as a 1×2 convolutional kernel and processed a grayscale image of a cat 117 

(Fig. 2e, top panel) with 250×240 pixels. The bottom panel of Figure 2e shows the (P1, P2) pixel 118 

pairs, which serve as inputs to the 1×2 convolution kernel. The top panels in Figures 2f-h show 119 

the filtered output images for f = 28.4, 28.6 and 28.8 KHz and BW = 200 Hz. Clearly, the original 120 

image has been mapped to multiple processed images, indexed by the filter's center frequency. The 121 

 

Figure 2: Frequency multiplexed computation with ORN. (a) Circuit schematic for two coupled 
ORNs. (b) ORN voltage colormap showing nonlinear peak surfaces and their shift at different center 
frequencies for LC = 10 mH and BW = 200 Hz. (c) ORN voltage colormap showing different peak 
surface shapes for different LC values and their (d) analytical approximations. (e) Original image and 
the scatter plot showing all the (P1,P2) pairs for this image if it were input to a 1×2 convolutional kernel. 
(f-h) Image transformations when the two coupled ORNs (LC = 10 mH) receive the (P1,P2) pairs as 
inputs similar to a convolution operation and the corresponding scatter plots. The overlap between red 
and blue scatter plots show how different subsets of inputs are thresholded by the network at different 
center frequencies (BW = 200 Hz).  
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bottom panels of Figures 2f-h show how the subspaces, defined by the ORN coupling, filter center 122 

frequency (f), and bandwidth (BW), overlap with the (P1, P2) pixel pairs of the original image.  The 123 

coupled ORNs select the subset of the pixels that overlap with the defined subspace. These results 124 

on a toy problem visually show how non-linear computations are performed using coupled ORN 125 

oscillators. 126 

To experimentally demonstrate how coupled ORNs carry out more useful and complex 127 

image processing functions, from edge detection to image sharpening, we have experimentally 128 

 

Figure 3: Image processing with coupled ORN network. (a) Circuit schematic for the ORN kernel (b) 
I-V curves of all 9 SGM detectors in the network under same optical illumination. (c)  Oscillation V-t 
and (d) FFT curves at the output node when all ORNs are under uniform illumination. (e) Frequency 
band filtered images showing edge detection, (f) intensity filtering, (g) image sharpening, (h) object 
segmentation. (i) Original color image and frequency domain images showing (j-m) image segmentation 
operation. 
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fabricated a 3×3 ORN focal plane array with a cascaded connection, as shown in Figure 3a. We 129 

use this as a kernel that slides across an image in the same manner as a convolution operation in a 130 

convolutional neural network (CNN). A digital projector and external lens form the desired 3×3 131 

segment of an image on the ORN focal plane array. An oscilloscope measures the output V-t signal 132 

from a single node of the array, marked by Vout in Figure 3a. The output spectrum is then processed 133 

in software to obtain the FFT and filtered outputs. Figure 3b shows the I-V curves of all the SGM 134 

photodetectors in the experimental array under the same optical intensity (3 mW/mm2). Figure 3c 135 

shows a representative V-t curve obtained from the 3×3 array when all the pixels are illuminated 136 

with uniform intensity. Figure 3d shows the frequency spectrum of the V-t curve of Figure 3c.   137 

We then took the digital grayscale image of a cat (Fig. 2e) and projected it on the 3×3 ORN 138 

focal plane array, using the array as a convolution kernel with a stride of one (pixel intensity of 1 139 

refers to 5.5 mW incident optical power). Figures 3e-h show the images obtained at 4 KHz (BW 140 

= 100 Hz), 2.8 KHz (BW = 200 Hz), 2.4 KHz (BW = 800 Hz), and 3.2 KHz (BW = 1.6 KHz), 141 

respectively. These filtered images demonstrate edge detection, intensity filtering, image 142 

sharpening and object segmentation operations. The circuit topology of this ORN kernel performs 143 

a multi-thresholding operation where the nonlinearly averaged intensity (��) of the 3×3 pixels cell 144 

is mapped to a high value if ���� < �� < ����� and to a low value if �� < ���� or �� > ����� where 145 ���� and ����� changes with center frequency and bandwidth. As the bandwidth increases, 146 |����� − ����| becomes larger and can cover a larger range of pixel intensities. Therefore, at 147 

different frequencies, the ORN kernel thresholds the image within different pixel intensity ranges 148 

and the images shown in Figure 3e-h result from these different non-linear operations. As we 149 

increase the bandwidth from Figure 3e to 3h, we observe a larger image region thresholded to 150 

bright pixels. In this way, smaller bandwidth filters enable lower-level feature extraction, such as 151 
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edges, while high bandwidth filters lead to higher level feature extraction, such as object 152 

segmentation. Supplementary Figure S9 shows the processed images when the image is projected 153 

at different optical power ranges. When the incident optical power range is lower, similar image 154 

processing can be obtained at higher center frequencies. This result shows that the choice of optical 155 

power range is not very critical if appropriate center frequencies are chosen.  156 

Next, we have investigated whether the same 3×3 ORN focal plane array can perform 157 

image segmentation from an image with multiple objects. A color image of size 180×156 pixels 158 

(Figure 3i) that features a Christmas tree, two dogs and a cat was selected. The image is split into 159 

three different grayscale images according to the pixel intensities of the color channels (R-channel, 160 

G-channel, and B-channel). Only pixels of the same color were coupled together. Therefore, each 161 

bandpass filter used had three different output images, one for each color channel. Figure 3j-m 162 

shows the images filtered at 3.0 KHz (B-channel), 3.5 KHz (B-channel), 4.0 KHz (B-channel), 163 

and 4.5 KHz (G-channel), respectively. The bandwidth used for each center frequency is 1 KHz. 164 

At 3.0 KHz (B-channel), the bright background emerges as white and rest of the image is 165 

thresholded to black, effectively segmenting the background. The images filtered at 3.5 KHz (B-166 

channel) and 4 KHz (B-channel) segment the dog on the left and the cat, respectively. On the other 167 

hand, when filtered at 4.5 KHz (G-channel), the tree and the dog in the middle are detected. It is 168 

important to note that we have only used a single bandpass filter to segment an entire object in this 169 

case. Improved segmentation quality is expected when a linear combination of multiple 170 

frequencies is used. These results clearly illustrate how the ORN kernel can perform parallel, 171 

frequency multiplexed image processing and segmentation tasks.  172 

These results show us two essential properties of this architecture: (1) the absence of any 173 

encoding or preprocessing for input, and (2) the ability to perform parallel computation at different 174 
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frequencies. Since the projection of image and data acquisition are both performed in analog 175 

domain, inevitably noise is added to both the input and output of the system but can still obtain 176 

excellent results. It is also important to note that the circuit configuration used here to couple the 177 

oscillators is not unique. Supplementary Figure S10 shows image processing results obtained using 178 

a 10×10 coupled oscillator array kernel where the ORNs are connected to their nearest neighbors 179 

with a coupling inductance of 5 H. Engineering the circuit configurations allows the 180 

implementation of a variety of image processing functions.  181 

 

Figure 4: LSM implementation of ORN network for MNIST classification. (a) Image classification 
pipeline of the LSM structure showing an original input image, structure of the liquid layer, frequency 
sampled output images and further processing at the readout layer by hidden ReLU units. (b) Training 
and testing accuracy of the readout layer for training datasets corresponding to different frequency 
samples. (c) Classification accuracy of the handwritten digits as a function of number of frequency 
samples for 7×7 pixels/image and (d) for 21×21 pixels/sample.  
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Inference is carried out by using a 3×3 pixel coupled oscillator network to act as a liquid 182 

layer to construct a liquid state machine (LSM). Images from the MNIST database scaled to 21×21 183 

pixels were serially projected on the 3×3 array with a stride of 3, while output signals were acquired 184 

from a single pixel. This data acquisition mode converts 21×21 images into 7×7×n datapoints 185 

where n is the number of frequency samples considered. Each frequency sample corresponds to a 186 

bandpass filtered output at a given center frequency and a bandwidth of 1 KHz. Ten thousand 187 

images from the MNIST database were projected on the array, and the output data was collected 188 

and fed into a readout layer consisting of a single hidden layer with 100 nodes followed by a 10-189 

node output layer. The hidden layer used a ReLU activation function, and the output layer used a 190 

softmax activation function. We use backpropagation to train only the readout layer while keeping 191 

the liquid layer connections untouched. Supplementary section S5 summarizes the implementation 192 

of the readout layer. Figure 4a shows the LSM schematic. Figure 4b plots the accuracy obtained 193 

at the 50th epoch if only a single frequency from each coupled array is fed into the hidden layer.  194 

As expected, the single-frequency results show that the resulting accuracy varies by filter 195 

frequency. Feeding multiple frequency samples per pixel to the hidden layer is expected to 196 

augment the accuracy of the network. Figure 4c shows how feeding multiple frequencies into the 197 

hidden network modifies the testing accuracies obtained at the 200th epoch. We have done this for 198 

both experimental and simulated ORN arrays. The experiments were carried out on 10,000 images, 199 

limited by the speed of our data acquisition and projection setup. We observed a peak accuracy of 200 

92.51% with 7 frequencies sampled per pixel. To evaluate the potential of this result if the full 201 

dataset of 70,000 images were used, a simulated version of the same 3×3 ORN focal plane array 202 

was also carried out.  We see the resulting accuracy for the experimental and simulation cases with 203 

10,000 images are very similar. As the simulation uses the experimental device I-V curves, 204 
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discrepancies between the simulation and experiment are attributed to the additional noise 205 

introduced by our image projection and data collection setup. The experimental data acquisition 206 

and simulation details are discussed in supplementary section S6. The in-sensor processed image 207 

performs better than the equivalent 7×7 input directly fed to the hidden layer without the liquid 208 

layer, which results in 90.06% accuracy. Similarly, through simulation we see that for all 70,000 209 

images the accuracy reaches 97.21% with multiple frequencies, which is higher than the 210 

corresponding direct 7×7 data input (94.11%) into the neural network. Critically, if the 3×3 array 211 

is used as a convolution kernel with a stride of 1, a peak accuracy of 98.16% is achieved for 11 212 

frequency samples per pixel, as shown in Figure 4d. This is higher than a standard imager directly 213 

inputting the 21×21 data (97.85%) into the neural network, showing improvement using this 214 

hardware over a purely software-defined approach. These results show that the parallel processing 215 

performed at different frequencies improves the network and that the coupling between pixels in 216 

the 3×3 array allows down-sampling of the number of outputs to the hidden layers of the fully 217 

connected neural network. In addition, the LSM architecture does not require the training of liquid 218 

layer interconnections, which significantly reduces the complexity and computational cost of the 219 

training. 220 

While an ORN array does not require any external electrical power to drive the oscillations, 221 

the system requires peripheral circuitry to read the voltages and perform bandpass filtering 222 

operations. A charge domain on-chip FFT processor55 can perform such operations with a low 223 

energy cost. As discussed in supplementary section S7, an ORN array can perform convolution 224 

equivalent tasks with a performance of 42211 TOPS/W, which translates to an energy cost of 24 225 

aJ/OP with a precision equivalent to 8-bit integer operations in digital systems. These projections 226 

clearly show that frequency multiplexed computing using coupled ORN array has the potential to 227 
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completely replace the energy-expensive convolutional layers in CNN for deep learning 228 

applications. 229 

Table 1 shows the performance comparison between different neural processing units 230 

(NPU) for deep learning. Different NPUs operate at different bit resolutions and therefore an n-bit 231 

 

NPU 
application Type Comment bits Reported 

TOPS/W 
Normalized 
TOPS/W (8 

bits) 
Analog to 

information 
conversion1 

Analog In-sensor NN 8 43.5 43.5 

VMM2 Digital SRAM 4 351 87.75 
MAC 

macro16 Analog DRAM 4 217 54.25 

VMM23 Digital DNN learning 
processor 8 146.52 146.52 

Arithmetic 
logic31 Digital Superconducting 

logic devices 8 120 120 

VMM32 Analog 

Si-
CMOS/CAAC-

IGZO based 
memory 

6 210 118.13 

VMM40 Digital Stochastic NN 
accelerator 8 75 75 

MAC 
macro52 Digital SRAM 8 63 63 

MAC 
macro53 Analog SONOS 

memory 8 100 100 

MAC 
macro54 Digital SRAM 1 20943 327.23 

General 
purpose Digital NVIDIA A100 8 4.992 4.992 

General 
purpose Digital Apple a16 

Bionic 8 2.67 2.67 

General 
purpose Digital Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 865 8 4.5 4.5 

Nonlinear 
convolution 
(3×3 kernel) 
(This work) 

Analog ORN 8 42211 42211 

Table 1: Comparison between different NPUs 
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performance was scaled by a factor of �����
 to get a normalized 8-bit performance. Such a scaling 232 

is reasonable56,57 since number of transistors in digital logic typically scales as ~n2. 233 

In conclusion, we have introduced in-sensor neuronal computing as an alternative to in-234 

sensor synaptic computing. We demonstrated that coupled ORNs enable highly parallel, frequency 235 

multiplexed computation on input images without data conversion, storage, or transmission 236 

penalties. Experimental implementations using 3×3 arrays of coupled ORNs show parallel image 237 

processing on projected images. These include edge detection, intensity filtering, and object 238 

segmentation as examples of image processing tasks carried out at the detector array. We have 239 

also demonstrated that inference with these devices performs handwritten digit classification from 240 

the MNIST database with higher accuracy than traditional photodetectors. While we have focused 241 

on image classification and image processing applications, we expect this computational approach 242 

to be general. Most importantly, ORN-based computation is extremely energy efficient with an 243 

estimated performance of ~42211 TOPS/W considering the energy cost of the peripheral circuits, 244 

laying the framework for a general, ultralow power, variation tolerant approach to oscillator- 245 

computing. 246 

 247 

Methods 248 

Semiconductor substrate preparation. Moderately boron doped (Na = 5×1015 cm-3) silicon (100) 249 

wafer was used as the semiconductor substrate. A 5 nm Ti/60 nm Au mesh is photolithographically 250 

defined and deposited by electron beam evaporation. A monolayer of CVD grown graphene is 251 

transferred on top of the metal mesh via wet transfer method58. A 100 nm aluminum film sputtered 252 

at the back side of the substrate acts as the contact to silicon.  253 
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Graphene growth and transfer. CVD graphene was grown on a Cu foil by using low pressure 254 

CVD. Cu foil was etched inside FeCl3 copper etchant for 30 seconds before the graphene growth. 255 

Cu foil was annealed in a quartz tube furnace at 1000°C for 30 min with 50 standard cubic 256 

centimeters per minute (sccm) hydrogen (H2) flow rate. Graphene was synthesized under 7 sccm 257 

of methane (CH4) and 50 sccm of hydrogen (H2) for 40 min. For transfer, Poly(methyl 258 

methacrylate) (PMMA A6495) was spin-coated on top of Cu foil at 2000 rpm for 60 sec and baked 259 

for 5 min under 170 °C. PMMA spin-coated Cu foil was etched using FeCl3 copper etchant 260 

graphene to remove the Cu while the remaining PMMA/Graphene floats to the top. The stacked 261 

layer was cleaned with D.I water and transferred to 10% hydrochloric acid solution to remove the 262 

remaining Cu etchants. After cleaning with D.I water once more, PMMA/Graphene was 263 

transferred on top of the oxide/semiconductor substrate. The substrate was dried in the air 264 

overnight followed by 90°C for 15min, 150°C for 30min, and 90°C for 15min to ensure the 265 

adhesion between the graphene and the substrate. Finally, the substrate was immersed in acetone 266 

for 12 hours to remove the PMMA.  267 

Raman spectroscopy for graphene. CVD grown monolayer graphene transferred on the substrate 268 

was analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra were collected with Renishaw spectrometer 269 

with a 532-nm laser focused in a 0.5-μm spot through a Leica microscope with a 100x objective 270 

lens. 271 

Wavelength dependent measurements. A supercontinuum laser with grating monochromator 272 

was used to illuminate the SGM photodetector with lights of different wavelengths between 400 273 

and 1100 nm. Applied voltage was stepped while light and dark current measurements were 274 

performed. The difference between these two current measurements, i.e., the photocurrent was 275 

then used to measure the responsivity of the device. 276 
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ORN measurements. A 5×5 array of SGM photodetectors was fabricated and individual devices 277 

were wirebonded to a PCB. The devices were electrically connected to the inductors (all 10 mH) 278 

on a breadboard to form the ORN kernel. A digital projector was used to project the patterns on 279 

the device array (a 3×3 array from the 5×5 array) and an oscilloscope was used to record the 280 

oscillation waveforms. The whole process was automated using MATLAB environment. 281 
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